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Preface
Primes are the building blocks of mathematics and affect all areas of our lives. Primes
will come up when we use our ATM card, we buy something on e-bay, or we send
an email to our colleague. Primes are one of the most frequently discussed topics in
mathematics, especially in number theory. The beauty of primes is their simultaneous
simplicity and complexity. In the theory of prime numbers, sometimes it is not clear
what really makes things easy or hard. A striking example is the factorization of integers.
One can easily multiply two very large integers, however, factorizing such huge numbers
can be tremendously hard.
”Given any two numbers, we may by a simple and infallible process obtain their prod-
uct; but when a large number is given it is quite another matter to determine its fac-
tors. Can the reader say what two numbers multiplied together will produce the number
8,616,460,799? I think it unlikely that anyone but myself will ever know.”- W. Stanley
Jevons (1877)
Using a single desktop computer one can factor the aforementioned Jevons-number at
glance: 8 616 460 799 = 96 079 × 89 681. For large numbers, the problem is still chal-
lenging and even with the current state of the art supercomputing technology it could
take millions of years to factor a 2048-bit integer. Can the reader say what two numbers









1In 2019 this problem is far beyond our capacity.
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In cryptography, the security of the RSA cryptosystem is based on the fact that integer
factorization is computationally difficult. Many of the problems in number theory can be
understood by laypersons, however solutions often require sophisticated mathematical
background. The nature of the following two statements are very close to each other,
but their proofs are “slightly” different:
• Any integer greater than 1 can be expressed as a product of prime numbers, which
are unique up to order;
• Every even integer greater than 2 can be expressed as the sum of two primes.
The first statement is the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic which plays a central
role in mathematics. The proof is straightforward and easy to understand. The second
statement seems innocent enough not to cause any problems, however, the truth is
quite the contrary. This is Goldbach’s conjecture, one of the oldest problems in number
theory. Despite extraordinary effort only particular solutions exist and the problem is
still unsolved.
Integer factorization and Goldbach’s conjecture are just a few examples where the dis-
tribution of prime numbers can be the key for success.
There is a deep connection between the distribution of prime numbers and the non-
trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function. The Riemann ζ function is an extremely
important function of mathematics and physics. In mathematics, the number theoretic
questions are the most interesting: what is the statistical distribution of the primes, how
likely are two or more primes to be close together, how can we use this information to
construct better encryption algorithms, etc.
In matrix theory it is well known that the zeros of ζ are related to the eigenvalues of
certain random matrices, which are used in modelling energy levels of nuclei, financial
markets, or big data. It has turned out that the non-trivial zeros can be considered
as eigenvalues of an Hermitian operator [1]. In physics, the ζ function is applied in
statistical mechanics, when bosonic or fermionic particles are encountered. On the other
side of the tiny–large scale, the Riemann ζ can be applied in relativistic cosmology. E.g.,
the radius of the universe coincides with the absolute value of the Riemann zeta-function
(with spherical geometry being assumed) hence infinitely many universe models exist
[2].
The Riemann zeta is like an invisible spider-web, connecting the various scientific fields
together.
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The main goal of this thesis is to present an efficient searching method to find extremely
large values of the Riemann zeta function on the critical line. Locating peak values of the
zeta function is a promising method for getting a better understanding of the distribution
of prime numbers. Solving multidimensional simultaneous Diophantine approximations
we were able to create an efficient algorithm (called RS-PEAK) to find extremely large
values of the Riemann zeta function.
During the last few decades many valuable results have been achieved regarding primes
by applying huge amount of computing resources. For example, in 1985 the Mertens
conjecture was disproved by Odlyzko and te Riele based on extensive computation of
the zeros of the Riemann zeta function. Their method is an excellent example of a
mathematical proof including a large amount of computational evidence.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 contains a brief introduction to the Rie-
mann zeta function, Riemann-Siegel Z-function (i.e Z(t)) and some related number
theoretic functions. We present the previous results of other authors on finding peak
values of the Z(t) function.
In Chapter 2 we are focusing on the approximation of the main summand of the
Riemann-Siegel Z function. We introduce the theory of continued fractions and the
theory of Diophantine approximations. The main goal of this chapter is to present an
efficient algorithm for solving n-dimensional Diophantine approximation problems.
In Chapter 3 we present the RS-PEAK algorithm that can be used to find candidates
efficiently where large Z(t) is likely. In this chapter we show how different areas of
mathematics – such as Diophantine approximation and analytic number theory – can be
used to achieve significant computational results in locating peak values of the Riemann
zeta function.
The main result of this thesis is presented in Chapter 4. We present new compu-
tational results for finding extremely large values of Z(t) applying the RS-PEAK al-
gorithm. The computation environment was granted by the SZTAKI Desktop Grid
operated by the Laboratory of Parallel and Distributed Systems at the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences. Using SZTAKI Desktop Grid we found more than 5 million
candidates where Z(t) > 1000 is likely. We present the largest known Z(t) value. For
t = 310678833629083965667540576593682.05 we have Z(t) ≈ 16874.202.
To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing this PhD thesis, this is the largest
|Z(t)| ever found.
The Riemann-Siegel Z-function has a very deep connection to the famous Riemann
hypothesis. RH is equivalent to the statement that all local maxima of Z(t) are positive
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and all local minima are negative, and it has been suggested that if a counterexample
exists then it should be in the neighbourhood of unusually large peaks of Z(t). For this
reason locating extremely large values of the Riemann zeta function on the critical line
can reveal new behaviour of the distribution of prime numbers.
In Chapter 5 we present the possible future work and research directions.




It is well known that there are infinitely many primes, as proved by Euclid around 300
BC. Many results have been achieved in the past century with respect to prime numbers,
but the distribution of them remained unknown. As of 2019 there is no known efficiently
computable formula for generating prime numbers, and hunting for giant primes is still
challenging. The largest known prime was discovered on December 7, 2018 by the Great
Internet Mersenne Prime Search Project [3] and has 24 862 048 digits.
The main goal of this PhD thesis is to present an efficient searching algorithm called
RS-PEAK to find extremely large candidates of the Riemann zeta function on the critical
line. The Riemann zeta function has an interesting property: the distribution of its
zeros has the same behaviour as the distribution of primes.
In this chapter we discuss the historical background of the Riemann zeta and related
number-theoretic functions. We introduce the necessary definitions and notations and
recall some earlier results to understand the connection between primes and the Riemann
zeta function. The RS-PEAK algorithm will be presented in Chapter 3, however, at the
end of this chapter we present the RS-PEAK algorithm in a nutshell to be able to reference
it in the following chapters.
1.1 The Euler zeta function
The Euler zeta function was introduced by Leonhard Euler (1707-1783) in the first half
of the eighteenth century. Euler’s zeta function is defined for any real number s > 1 by
the following sum





























By this result he found a deep connection between ζ(s) and the distribution of primes.
ζ(1) is the diverging harmonic series, yielding another proof that there are infinitely
many prime numbers. Using the zeta function Euler was able to solve the so-called






















1.2 Distribution of primes
In the second half of the eighteenth century Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) used





∼ log log x , (1.4)
and conjectured that the number of primes up to x is asymptotically
π(x) ∼ x
log x
, as x→∞ (1.5)
where π(x) is the prime-counting function. Later Gauss refined his conjecture to






where Li(x) is the logarithmic integral. This connection between the primes and the
natural logarithm (1.6) is known as the Prime Number Theorem (PNT) that describes
the asymptotic distribution of the prime numbers among the positive integers. PNT
was proved independently by Hadamard [4] and de la Vallée Poussin [5] in 1896 using
the theory of the Riemann zeta function. In 1899 de la Vallée Poussin proved that the
PNT is true in the following sharper form
π(x) = Li(x) +O(xe−c
√
log x), as x→∞, for some c > 0. (1.7)
The current best bound for the error term of the PNT is due to N.M Korobov [6] and
I.M Vinogradov [7]. In 1958 they proved that for some positive c constant
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π(x) = Li(x) +O(xe−c log x3/5 log log x−1/5), as x→∞. (1.8)
Aside from minor improvements, Vinogradov’s and Korobov’s result still represents the
current record in the error term of the PNT.
1.2.1 Average gaps between primes
PNT states that the average gap between consecutive prime numbers among the first x
integers is roughly log(x).
Let pn denote the nth prime number. In a breakthrough paper Dan Goldston, János
Pintz, and Cem Yıldırım proved [8] in 2005 that for any positive number ε there exist
primes pn+1 and pn such that the difference between pn+1 and pn is smaller than ε log pn.
In other words, there exist consecutive primes which are closer than any arbitrarily small






Based on the work of Goldston, Pintz, and Yildırım in 2013 Yitang Zhang found a proof
[9] of the existence of infinitely many bounded gaps between primes. Formally,
lim inf
n→∞
(pn+1 − pn) < 7 · 107. (1.10)
James Maynard introduced a new method [10] to reduce the bound to 600. Using the
techniques of Maynard, the Polymath 8 project improved the bound to 246. This is
huge progress towards proving that there are infinitely many twin primes.
Considering the error term of the PNT one can claim a much stronger result assuming
an interesting property of the distribution of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function.
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1.3 The Riemann zeta function
Georg Friedrich Bernhard Riemann (1826-1866) recognized the importance of viewing
ζ(s) as a function of a complex variable s = σ + it. This extended Euler zeta function
is the Riemann zeta function which is an extremely important function of mathematics

















e−xxs−1dx s > 1 (1.12)
and ζ(s) is a meromorphic function on the whole complex s-plane, which is holomorphic
everywhere except for a simple pole at s = 1 with residue 1. By analytic continuation
the function can be extended to the whole complex plane, except for s = 1, satisfying
the functional equation
ζ(s) = χ(s)ζ(1− s) (1.13)
where


















From the functional equation formula (1.14) sin (πs2 ) shows that ζ(−2n) = 0 (∀n ∈ N).
These are called trivial zeros of ζ(s) . The negative even integers are not the only values
for which the zeta function is zero. The other ones are called non-trivial zeros of ζ(s)
and have a deep connection to the distribution of prime numbers.
The first few non-trivial zeros of ζ(s) accurate to within 4 ∗ 10−9 are the following ones:







One can observe that all the non-trivial zeros have <(s) = 1/2. This observation dates
back to the nineteenth century.
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1.3.1 The Riemann-hypothesis
In 1859 Bernhard Riemann conjectured [12] that all non-trivial zeros of ζ(s) have real
part σ = 1/2. If the conjecture is correct, all the non-trivial zeros lie on the critical
line 12 + it. This is the famous Riemann-hypothesis, one of the most important unsolved
problems in the theory of prime numbers. The Riemann hypothesis is one of Hilbert’s
unsolved problems and is one of the Clay Mathematics Institute’s Millennium Prize
Problems.
ζ(s) = 0, if <(ζ(s)) = 0 and =(ζ(s)) = 0 at the same time. The real part (black) and
imaginary part (red) of the Riemann zeta function along the critical line <(s) = 1/2 can
be seen in Figure (1.1).




Figure 1.1: Non-trivial zeros of ζ(s) along the critical line <(s) = 1/2
We note that if ρ is a non-trivial zero of ζ(s), then so is 1−ρ by the functional equation.
Furthermore, since ζ(s) = ζ(s), we deduce that ρ and 1 − ρ are also zeros. We can
conclude that the zeros are symmetrically arranged about the critical line given by
σ = 1/2 and also about the real axis. For this reason we only calculate the zeros in the
upper half plane.
Many authors computed the zeros of ζ(s) proving that the Riemann-hypothesis holds
in some bounded region. In 1979 Richard P. Brent showed that the first 75 million
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non-trivial zeros lie on the critical line [13]. In 1986 J. van de Lune, te Riele and
Winter checked [14] that the first 1.5 billion non-trivial zeros all lie on the critical line.
S. Wedeniwski used the distributed ZetaGrid project to verify that the first 100 billion
zeros all lie on the critical line. In 2004 the Odlyzko-Schönhage algorithm [15] was used
by Gourdon to verify the Riemann hypothesis for the first 1013 zeros of the zeta function
[16].
1.3.2 Equivalent statements of the Riemann-hypothesis
Many statements equivalent to the Riemann hypothesis have been established and none
of them have been proved or disproved. Without loss of generality we recall some famous
statements that are equivalent to the RH and can be described in terms of the Riemann
zeta function.
The Mertens function
The Möbius function µ(n) is an important multiplicative function in number theory.
µ(n) is defined, for positive integers n, as
µ(n) =

1 if n = 1,
(−1)k if n is a product of k different prime numbers,
0 if n has one or more repeated prime factors.
The Mertens function is defined for all positive integers n by the summatory function





In 1912 J. E. Littlewood [17] proved that the Riemann Hypothesis is equivalent to
|M(x)| = O(x1/2+ε), when x→∞, for every ε > 0 . (1.17)




This conjecture was disproved in 1985 by A. M. Odlyzko and H. te Riele [18] without
providing an explicit counterexample. The disproof relies on extensive computations
with the zeros of the zeta function. In 1987, J. Pintz [19] proved that the Mertens
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conjecture is false for some n < exp(3.21× 1064). In 2006 T. Kotnik and H. te Riele [20]
showed that the Mertens conjecture is false for some n < exp(1.59× 1040).
The Liouville function
Let ω(n) denote the number of prime factors of n, counted with multiplicity. Define
Liouville’s multiplicative function by the following formula:
λ(n) = (−1)ω(n). (1.19)








, <(s) > 1. (1.20)
Based on numerical data, in 1919 Pólya conjectured [21] that below any bound N more
than 50% of the natural numbers have an odd number of prime factors. In terms of the




λ(k) ≤ 0 (1.21)
holds for all n > 1. Pólya’s conjecture would imply the Riemann hypothesis, however
C. Brian Haselgrove in 1958 has shown that L(n) changes sign infinitely often [22]. In
1960 Lehman found [23] that for L(906 180 359) = +1. The smallest counterexample is
n = 906 150 257, found by Minoru Tanaka [24] in 1980. The Riemann hypothesis holds
if and only if, for every ε > 0,
lim
n→∞
λ(1) + λ(2) + λ(3) + · · ·+ λ(n)
n1/2+ε
= 0, (1.22)
so a natural number n has equal probability of having an odd or even number of distinct
prime factors (counted with multiplicity).
Error term of the PNT
The Riemann hypothesis implies much stronger result about the distribution of prime
numbers than the prime number theorem. In 1901 Helge von Koch [25] proved that the
Riemann hypothesis is equivalent to the error term in the prime number theorem having
the bound
π(x) = Li(x) +O(
√
x log x). (1.23)
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More explicitly, the Riemann hypothesis implies
|π(x)− Li(x)| < 1
8π
√
x log x (1.24)
for all x ≥ 2657 [11].
1.3.3 Number of zeros of ζ(s)
In the last century many partial results were achieved regarding the number of zeros of
ζ(s).
Let N(T ) be the number of zeros of ζ(s) in 0 < t ≤ T and let N0(T ) be the number of
such zeros with σ = 1/2.













+O(log T ) (1.25)
which was proved by von Mangoldt in 1895 [26]. The zeros of the zeta function become
more and more dense as one goes upwards in the critical strip.
In 1914 G. H. Hardy proved that ζ(12 + it) has infinitely many zeros [27], thus
N0(T )→∞ as T →∞. (1.26)
In 1921 Hardy and Littlewood showed [28] that there exist positive constants c and T0,
so that
N0(T ) > cT, for some c > 0 (T > T0). (1.27)
In 1942 Selberg proved that at least a small positive proportion of zeros lie on the critical
line [29] and got a lower bound for N0(T )
N0(T ) > cT log(T ), for some c > 0 (T > T0). (1.28)
In 1974 Levinson proved [30] that at least one third of the zeros of the Riemann zeta
function are on the critical line and in 1989 J. B. Conrey proved that at least two fifths
of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function are on the critical line [31].
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1.4 Hardy Z-function
Locating zeros of ζ(s) on the critical line is essential to getting a better understanding
of the distribution of prime numbers.






One can easily observe that the term (s− 1) in the ξ function definition eliminates the
simple pole of ζ(s) at s = 1 , thus ξ is an entire function. From the functional equation
of ζ(s) we have ξ(s) = ξ(1 − s) which implies that ξ(s) is real on the critical line and
ξ(s) has the same zeros as the zeta function on the critical strip.
From the definition of the ξ function, it is known that there are no non-trivial zeros
outside the critical strip between the lines σ = 0 and σ = 1. One can prove the
existence of zeros exactly on the real line between two points by checking numerically
that ξ(s) has opposite signs at these points.
One can consider a much easier function to investigate ζ(s) on the critical line. Hardy
used (1.29) to introduce Z(t). From (1.14) we have χ(s)χ(1−s) = 1 and by the reflection
principle, it follows that |χ(12 + it)| = 1.
One can define the Riemann–Siegel theta function in terms of the χ function for real











+ it) = e−2iθ(t) , (1.31)







= Z(t)e−iθ(t) , (1.32)
where Z(t) is Hardy’s function or the Riemann-Siegel Z-function. θ(t) can also be

























+ · · · (1.33)
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(1.33) is not convergent, but the first few terms give a good approximation for t 1.











Equation (1.32) implies that Z(t) is real for real t and we have |ζ(1/2+it)| = |Z(t)|. This
behaviour of Z(t) can be used to investigate the behaviour of ζ(s). Clearly, investigating
a real-valued function is much easier than investigating ζ(s).
1.4.1 The Riemann-Siegel Formula
Inside the critical strip (0 < σ < 1) one can approximate ζ(s) by two sums.












This is known as the approximate functional equation (e.g: Ch. 4 pp. 79. in [32]).
Focusing only one the critical line let x = y = {t/(2π)}1/2.
Then (1.35) gives
ζ(1/2 + it) =
∑
n≤x




Multiplying (1.36) by eiθ(t), we obtain













n−1/2 cos(θ(t)− t · log n) +O(t−1/4). (1.38)
This is the Riemann-Siegel Formula (see e.g:[13, 33]) which can be calculated in time
complexity of O(t1/2).
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Ghaith A. Hiary in 2011 presented a method [34] to compute Z(t) in O(t2/5),O(t1/3)
and O(t4/13) time complexities, respectively.
TheO(t1/3) andO(t4/13) methods rely on the existence of efficient algorithms to compute
quadratic exponential sums and cubic exponential sums with a relatively small cubic
coefficient [34].
1.4.2 Gram’s law
For m ≥ 0 the mth Gram point gm can be defined by the unique solution of
θ(gm) = mπ . (1.39)
Gram’s law is based on the observation that Z(t) usually changes sign in the Gram
intervals Gj = [gj , gj+1) for j ≥ 0. A Gram point gj is said to be “good” if (−1)jZ(gj) >
0 and “bad” otherwise [35]. A Gram block with length k is an interval Mj = [gj , gj+k)
such that gj and gj+k are good Gram points and gj+1, . . . gj+k−1 are bad Gram points for
k ≥ 1. The interval Mj satisfies Rosser’s rule if Z(t) has at least k zeros in Mj . Rosser’s
rule is violated infinitely often, but only for a small fraction of the Gram blocks. The
first exception to the Rosser rule is at the 13 999 825th Gram point.
1.5 Peak values of Z(t)
In 1979 Brent computed the first 75 000 000 zeros of ζ(s) and observed an unusually large
Z(t) (> 79.6) near the 70 354 406th Gram point [13]. In all the cases, where an exception
to Rosser’s rule was observed, there was a large local maximum of Z(t) nearby.
The Riemann-Siegel Z-function has also a very deep connection to the Riemann hypoth-
esis. RH is equivalent to the statement that all local maxima of Z(t) are positive and
all local minima are negative, and it has been suggested that if a counterexample exists
then it should be in the neighbourhood of unusually large peaks of ζ(1/2 + it). In other
words if there exists a real number t0 with Z(t0) 6= 0 such that Z(t) has either a positive
local minimum or a negative local maximum at t = t0, then RH is false [36].
Calculating peak values of ζ(s) on the critical line can reveal new interesting behaviour
of the distribution of prime numbers.
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1.5.1 Largest known values of ζ(s) on the critical line
With emerging computer technologies larger and larger values of Z(t) can be calculated.
In 1983 J. van de Lune found that for t = 725177880629981.914 we have Z(t) ≈ −453.9.
The first values where |Z(t)| > 1000 were found by Odlyzko [37] in 1989, the largest
one at that time was the value Z(t) ≈ 1581.7 for t = 5032868769288289111.35. Cal-
culating Z(t) is a very expensive task with the original Riemann-Siegel Formula, even
using the Odlyzko-Schönhage algorithm [15]. Due to this fact Z(t) ≈ 1581.7 was the
largest known value for the next twenty years. In 2010, based on the searching method
of Odlyzko and applying the O(t1/3) algorithm, Bober and Hiary were able to find
many large values of Z(t) [39]. They found that Z(t) is approximately 16244.8652 for
t = 39246764589894309155251169284104.0506. Finding peak values of Z(t) is compu-
tationally expensive and challenging even with modern supercomputers. No explicit
formula is known to find such t where ζ(1/2 + it) is large, however, methods are known
from A.M. Odlyzko [37] and T. Kotnik [38] for locating large values of Z(t) more effi-
ciently than choosing t randomly.
1.5.2 The RS-PEAK algorithm in a nutshell
The main topic of this thesis is to present an efficient algorithm for finding extremely
large Z(t) candidates. The RS-PEAK algorithm [56] is based on simultaneous Diophantine
approximations and can be used very effectively to find good candidates where large Z(t)
is likely. Prior to our publication only twelve |Z(t)| > 10 000 values were found by Hiary
and Bober. Applying the RS-PEAK algorithm we have found thousands of |Z(t)| > 10 000
values and the largest known value
Z(310678833629083965667540576593682.05) ≈ 16874.202
has been calculated recently. To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing this
thesis it is the largest Z(t) ever calculated.
The RS-PEAK algorithm has three main parts:
• Part I - Fast Diophantine Approximation (will be presented in Chapter 2),
• Part II - Prefiltering (will be presented in Chapter 3),
• Part III - Main filtering (will be presented in Chapter 3).
The first part is for generating candidates where large Z(t) is likely by solving simul-
taneous Diophantine approximations. The second and third parts are sieving methods
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for eliminating weak candidates. In the next Chapter we are going to present the most
important part of the RS-PEAK algorithm. We present how to solve n-dimensional Dio-




Fast Diophantine approximation is one of the most important parts of the RS-PEAK








cos(θ(t)− t · log n) +O(t−1/4). (2.1)
In this chapter we are focusing on the approximation of cos(θ(t)− t · log n) for as many n
as possible. In 1989 Andrew M. Odlyzko presented a method for predicting large values
of Z(t). “We need to find a t for which there exist integers m1, . . . ,mn such that each
of t log pk − 2πmk is small (1 ≤ k ≤ n)” [37].
In 1982 Arjen Lenstra, Hendrik Lenstra and László Lovász invented a polynomial time
lattice basis reduction algorithm (LLL) that can be used for solving simultaneous Dio-
phantine approximations [40]. The main result of this chapter is to present MAFRA -
Multithreaded Advanced Fast Rational Approximation algorithm. Applying MAFRA one
can achieve significant improvement on the approximation of cos(θ(t)− t · log n) which
is much faster than LLL for small dimensions (n < 20). In our particular case the
algorithm is used for efficiently generating candidates where large Z(t) is expected.
This chapter is based on the following research papers: [57] , [58] , [59].
2.1 Historical overview
Rational approximation, or alternatively, Diophantine approximation is very important
in many fields of mathematics and computer science. While the work of John Wallis
18
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(1616–1703) and Christiaan Huygens (1629–1695) established the field of continued frac-
tions, it began to blossom when Leonhard Euler (1707–1783), Johann Heinrich Lambert
(1728–1777) and Joseph Louis Lagrange (1736–1813) embraced the topic. In the 1840s,
Joseph Liouville (1809–1882) obtained an important result on general algebraic num-
bers. If α is an irrational algebraic number of degree n over the rational numbers, then






holds for all integers p and q > 0. This result allowed him to produce the first proven
examples of transcendental numbers. In 1891 Adolf Hurwitz (1859–1919) proved that
















no matter how small the positive increments γ and µ are. Suppose α is a real algebraic






has only finitely many rational solutions p/q if µ > d. In 1909 Thue showed that (2.5)
has only finitely many solutions if µ > 12d+ 1. In 1955 Roth proved that (2.5) has only
finitely many solutions if µ > 2.
The idea can be generalized to simultaneous approximation. Simultaneous Diophan-
tine approximation originally means that for given real numbers α1, α2, . . . , αn find
p1, p2, . . . , pn, q ∈ Z such that ∣∣αi − pi
q
∣∣ (2.6)
is “small” for all i, and q is “not too large”.
For a given real α let us denote the nearest integer distance function by ‖.‖, that is,
‖α‖ = min{|α− j| : j ∈ Z} (2.7)
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Then, simultaneous approximation can be interpreted as minimizing
max {‖qα1‖, . . . , ‖qαn‖}. (2.8)
In 1842 Peter Gustav L. Dirichlet (1805–1859) showed that there exist simultaneous
Diophantine approximations with absolute error bound q−(1+1/n). To be more precise,
he showed that there are infinitely many approximations satisfying




for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Unfortunately, no polynomial algorithm is known for the simultaneous
Diophantine approximation problem. However, due to the LLL algorithm of Lenstra,
Lenstra and Lovász, if α1, α2, . . . , αn are irrationals and 0 < ε < 1 then there is a
polynomial time algorithm to compute integers p1, p2, . . . , pn, q ∈ Z such that
1 ≤ q ≤ 2n(n+1)/4ε−n and |q · αi − pi| < ε (2.10)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n [40].
Lagarias [47, 48] presented many results concerning the best simultaneous approxima-
tions. Szekeres and T. Sós [50] analyzed the signatures of the best approximation vectors.
Kim et al. [45] discussed rational approximations to pairs of irrational numbers which
are linearly independent over the rationals and applications to the theory of dynamical
systems. Armknecht et al. [41] used the inhomogeneous simultaneous approximation
problem for designing cryptographic schemes. Lagarias [49] discussed the computa-
tional complexity of Diophantine approximation problems, which, depending on the
specification, varies from polynomial-time to NP-complete. Frank and Tardos [42] de-
veloped a general method in combinatorial optimization using simultaneous Diophantine
approximations which could transform some polynomial time algorithms into strongly
polynomial.
2.2 Problem statement
Consider the set of irrationals Υ = {α1, α2, . . . , αn}. Let ε > 0 and 1 ≤ a ≤ b be natural
numbers. Furthermore, let us define the set
Ω = Ω(Υ, ε, a, b) = {k ∈ N : a ≤ k ≤ b, ‖kαi‖ < ε for all αi ∈ Υ} . (2.11)
For given Υ, ε and a, b the following computational challenges can be stated:
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1. Determine all the elements of Ω(Υ, ε, a, b),
2. Determine as many elements of Ω(Υ, ε, a, b) as possible in a given time frame.
We refer to the first problem as the “all-elements simultaneous Diophantine approxi-
mation problem”. In case of |Υ| = n ≥ 1 we call it an n-dimensional simultaneous
approximation. The second problem is referred to as the “approximating as many ele-
ments as possible” problem. Let us define the following two exact challenges:
2.2.1 1-dimensional challenge














, p prime , 3 ≤ p ≤ 19
}
, 10−2, 1, 1018
)
. (2.13)
Note: The above mentioned computational challenges are deeply connected to the









cos(θ(t)− t · log n) +O(t−1/4). (2.14)








Approximating (2.15) well with cos(θ(t)) for as many n as possible is a simultaneous
Diophantine approximation problem (further and detailed explanation of the connection
between (2.13) and (2.15) will be presented in Chapter 3).
Note that the approximation of (2.13) and (2.15) are equivalent approximation problems.
In this chapter we are focusing on the efficient approximation of (2.13). If one can solve
(2.13) efficiently, then one can solve (2.15) efficiently either. Methods presented in this
chapter will be used in Chapter 3 to generate candidates where large Z(t) is expected.
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2.3 The continued fraction approach
It is well-known that continued fractions are one of the most effective tools of rational





a2 + · · ·
(2.16)
where ai are integer numbers with a1, a2, . . . > 0. It is called finite if it terminates, and
infinite otherwise. These continued fractions are usually represented in bracket form
[a0, a1, . . . , am, . . .], i.e.
C0 = [a0] = a0, C1 = [a0, a1] = a0 +
1
a1





, . . . (2.17)
where the Cm are called convergents. Clearly, the convergents Cm represent some ratio-
nal numbers pm/qm. An infinite continued fraction [a0, a1, a2, . . .] is called convergent if





[a0, a1, . . . , am] (2.18)
exists. In this case we say that the continued fraction represents the real number α.
The simple continued fraction expansion of α ∈ R is infinite if and only if α is irrational.
The convergents Cm are the best rational approximations in the following sense:
Lemma 2.1. No better rational approximation exists to the irrational number α with
smaller denominator than the convergents Cm = pm/qm (e.g: Ch. IV.12 in [43]) .
The simple continued fraction approximation for
√
































, . . . (2.19)
Among all fractions with denominator at most 29, the fraction 41/29 is the closest to
√
2, among all fractions with denominator at most 70, the fraction 99/70 is closest to
√
2, and so on.
Every convergent is a best rational approximation, but these are not all of the best
rational approximations. Fractions of the form
pm−1 + jpm
qm−1 + jqm
(1 ≤ j ≤ am+2 − 1) (2.20)
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are called intermediate convergents or semi-convergents. To get every rational approxi-
mation between two consecutive pm/qm and pm+1/qm+1, we have to calculate the inter-
mediate convergents.



























, . . . (2.21)
The approximations |α− p/q| above are also known as “best rational approximations of
the first kind”. However, sometimes we are interested in the approximations |α · q − p|.
This is called the approximation of a second kind.
Lemma 2.2. [44] A rational number p/q, which is not an integer, is a convergent of a
real number α if and only if it is a best approximation of the second kind of α.
In 1997 Clark Kimberling proved [46] the following result regarding intermediate con-
vergents:
Theorem 2.3. The best lower (upper) approximates to a positive irrational number α
are the even-indexed (odd-indexed) intermediate convergents.
In order to generate many integers q that satisfy
‖q ·
√
2‖ < 10−5 (2.22)
one can apply the theory of continued fractions, especially convergents. If qm is the first
integer that satisfies ‖qm ·
√
2‖ < 10−5 in the continued fraction expansion of
√
2, then
all convergents with denominator larger than qm will satisfy equation (2.22).
Consider the 1-dimensional challenge stated in (2.12). There are only 3 convergents of
√











With intermediate convergents we get 2 more solutions. Hence, with the theory of
continued fractions we are able to find only 5 appropriate integers. One may ask how
many elements are in the set Ω in (2.12)?
Hermann Weyl (1855–1955) and Waclaw Sierpiński (1882–1969) proved in 1910 that if
α ∈ R\Q then α, 2α, 3α, . . . (mod 1) is uniformly distributed on the unit interval. From
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this theorem it immediately follows that there are approximately 2(b− a)ε appropriate
integers in the [a, b] interval. In Challenge (2.12) we expect 2(1021 − 1020) · 10−17 =
18000± 1 integers. This is by several orders of magnitude more than what we were able
to obtain by continued fractions.
2.3.1 The Lenstra–Lenstra–Lovász approach
We have seen in the previous section that Challenge (2.12) is unsolvable with the theory
of continued fractions. Challenge (2.13) is a 7-dimensional simultaneous approximation
problem and is even more beyond the potential of continued fractions. Although there is
no known polynomial-time algorithm that is able to solve the Dirichlet type simultaneous
Diophantine approximation problem, there exists an algorithm that can be useful for
similar problems. The Lenstra–Lenstra–Lovász basis reduction algorithm (LLL) is a
polynomial-time algorithm that finds a reduced basis in a lattice [40]. The algorithm
can be applied to solve simultaneous Diophantine approximation problems with an extra
condition.
Theorem 2.4. There exists a polynomial-time algorithm for the given irrationals






0 < q ≤ βn(n+1)/4ε−n
hold for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where β is an appropriate reduction parameter.
The extra condition is the bound 0 < q ≤ βn(n+1)/4ε−n.
In one dimension the LLL algorithm provides exactly the continued fraction approach
discussed in the previous section. To find all 18000 solutions for Challenge (2.12) we
have to consider other possibilities. What about Challenge (2.13)?
Let α1, α2, . . . , αn be irrational numbers and let us approximate them with rationals
admitting an ε > 0 error. Let X = βn(n+1)/4ε−n and let the matrix A be the following:
A =

1 0 0 . . . 0
α1X X 0 . . . 0
α2X 0 X . . . 0
...
...
αnX 0 0 . . . X

.
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Applying the LLL algorithm for A, the first column of the resulting matrix contains the
vector [q, p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn]
T which satisfies Theorem (2.4).
Let us see how the LLL algorithm works in dimension 7 for solving Challenge (2.13).
Let αi =
log pi+1
log(2) where pi denotes the i-th prime for 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, and let ε = 0.01. We are
looking for an integer q ≤ 214 ·1007 that satisfies ‖q ·αi‖ < ε for all i. Applying the LLL
algorithm we get q = 1325886000944418. It is easy to verify that ‖q αi‖ < 0.01 holds for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ 7.
The real drawback of the method for our purposes is that it is inappropriate for finding
all or many different solutions q in an arbitrary interval.
We note that sometimes one can find a few more solutions with a different choice of β.
It can be concluded that the apparatus of the continued fractions is not appropriate for
solving Challenge (2.12) and Challenge (2.13) type problems. The LLL can be used to
solve approximation problems like (2.12) or (2.13), however we are focusing on finding
all possible solutions as fast as possible.
In the following section we are going to provide an effective solution for Challenge (2.12)
and Challenge (2.13) that overperforms LLL.
2.4 Approximations in the one-dimensional case
2.4.1 “All-elements” approximation
In this section we present how to calculate all the elements of Ω(Υ, ε, a, b) where Υ = {α}.
For a given Ω let k : {1, 2, . . . , |Ω|} → Ω monotonically increasing, so ki denotes the ith
integer in Ω. Let us define the set
∆Ω = {kn+1 − kn : 1 ≤ n ≤ |Ω| − 1}. (2.23)
The set ∆Ω contains all possible step-sizes between two consecutive ki’s. We have the
following important result regarding the cardinality of ∆Ω.
Theorem 2.5 ([57]). |∆Ω| ≤ 3.
Proof. The proof has two parts. In the first step we construct all the possible three
elements of ∆Ω and in the second step we show that there is no more. For the given
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irrational α and an arbitrary m ∈ N let
〈m〉 =
{
‖αm‖ if αm− ‖αm‖ ∈ N ,
−‖αm‖ if αm+ ‖αm‖ ∈ N .
(2.24)
Let us furthermore define the following open intervals:
A = (−2ε,−ε), B = (−ε, 0), C = (0, ε), D = (ε, 2ε) . (2.25)
Let m1 be the smallest positive integer that satisfies 〈m1〉 ∈ C ∪D, let m2 be the the
smallest positive integer that satisfies 〈m2〉 ∈ A ∪B and let m3 = m1 +m2.
The first part of the proof is to show that there is always at least one integer (m1,m2 or
m3) which adding to an arbitrary ki ∈ Ω always produces a new integer kj ∈ Ω. Clearly,
〈ki〉 ∈ B ∪ C for all ki. Let us see the following cases:
〈ki〉 ∈ B :
If 〈m1〉 ∈ C, 〈m2〉 ∈ A ∪B then 〈ki +m1〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ D, 〈m2〉 ∈ A and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ C then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ D, 〈m2〉 ∈ A and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ B then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ A ∪B.
If 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ A then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)−m2〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ D, 〈m2〉 ∈ B and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ C then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ D, 〈m2〉 ∈ B and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ D then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ C ∪D.
If 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ D then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)−m1〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
〈ki〉 ∈ C :
If 〈m1〉 ∈ C ∪D, 〈m2〉 ∈ B then 〈ki +m2〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ C, 〈m2〉 ∈ A and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ B then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ C, 〈m2〉 ∈ A and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ A then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ A ∪B.
If 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ A then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)−m2〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ D, 〈m2〉 ∈ A and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ B then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
If 〈m1〉 ∈ D, 〈m2〉 ∈ A and 〈m1 +m2〉 ∈ C then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ C ∪D.
If 〈ki + (m1 +m2)〉 ∈ D then 〈ki + (m1 +m2)−m1〉 ∈ B ∪ C.
Let now X = ∆Ω \ {m1,m2,m3}. We claim that X = ∅. Suppose otherwise, and let j
be the smallest index with m = kj+1 − kj ∈ X. Clearly, 〈m〉 ∈ A ∪B ∪ C ∪D. We can
observe as well that for all m ∈ N, ki ∈ Ω, 〈ki+m〉 ∈ B∪C implies 〈m〉 ∈ A∪B∪C∪D.
Then it is easy to see that
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• j > 1, and ki’s are integer linear combinations of m1 and m2 for all i ≤ j,
• m1,m2 < m < m1 +m2,
• 〈m〉 ∈ A ∪D.
If 〈m〉 ∈ A then 〈m−m2〉 ∈ B ∪C, which contradicts the minimality of j. In the same
way, if 〈m〉 ∈ D then 〈m−m1〉 ∈ B ∪C, which is a contradiction again. Hence, such an
m does not exist. The proof is complete.
Note: We note that Theorem 2.5 is very deeply connected to the Steinhaus conjecture
also known as the so-called ”three-gap theorem” which was proven by Vera T. Sós [51],
S. Świerckowski [52] and J. Surányi [53] .
Finding the integers m1,m2 and m3 can be done very efficiently with the theory of
intermediate convergents. We know from Theorem 2.3 that intermediate convergents of
an irrational α always produce the best upper and lower approximations to α, so m1 and
m2 must be intermediate convergents. Based on this result we created the algorithm
FindMMM [57] .
Applying the FindMMM algorithm (see Algorithm A.1 in Appendix) for Challenge (2.12)




After the precalculation of m1 and m2 it is very easy to compute every ki between 10
20
and 1021. First we have to find an intermediate convergent between 1020 and 1021. It is
easy to do with the theory of continued fractions (e.g: 233806732499933208099). After
that we can add, subtract m1, m2 or m3 until we reach the bounds of the interval.
The Weyl equidistribution theorem predicts 18000 integers that solve Challenge (2.12).
Applying Challenge 1 Solver algorithm (see Algorithm A.2 in Appendix) we found
exactly 18 000 integers. The precalculation and the computation of all ki values took
only 31 ms on a single Intel R© Core i5-2450M Desktop PC .
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2.4.2 “Many elements” approximation
In some cases it is not necessary to find all the ki elements of Ω, rather it is enough
to find as much as possible within a given time frame. Then, the following procedure
works:
Find the smallest integer x that satisfies 0 < 〈x〉 < ε and find the smallest integer y
that satisfies −ε < 〈y〉 < 0. Using the notations (2.25) it is easy to see that if 〈ki〉 ∈ B
and 〈x〉 ∈ C then 〈ki + x〉 ∈ B ∪ C. In the same way, if 〈ki〉 ∈ C and 〈y〉 ∈ B then
〈ki + y〉 ∈ B ∪C. Only with these two integers it is always possible to produce a subset
of Ω.
If we want to determine just “many” elements of Ω, the previous method generates
12945 integers within 15 ms on a single Intel R© Core i5-2450M Desktop PC
2.5 Approximations for the multi-dimensional case
2.5.1 “Many elements” approximation
Calculating all-elements of Ω seems to be hard in higher dimensions. However, we can
generalize our one dimensional method to find “many” q ∈ Ω integers recursively. The
method is based on the following Theorem:
Theorem 2.6 ([57]). Let Υ = {α1, α2, . . . , αn} be a set of irrationals and ε > 0. Then
there is a set |Γn| = 2n with the following property: if q ∈ Ω then (q + γ) ∈ Ω for some
γ ∈ Γn.
Proof. Let q ∈ Ω be given. Let us define an n-dimensional binary vector b associated
with q in the following way:
bi =
{
1 if qαi − ‖qαi‖ ∈ N ,
0 if qαi + ‖qαi‖ ∈ N .
(2.26)
Let Γn be the set for which
1. γ ∈ Γn implies ‖qαi‖ < ε for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
2. All the associated binary representations of (2.26) are different.
Then, for a given q ∈ Ω there exists a γ ∈ Γn such that q + γ ∈ Ω, e.g., when their
associated binary representations are (1’s binary) complements. Clearly, |Γn| = 2n. The
proof is finished.
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Remark 2.7. Remember the first dimension case: For all m ∈ N, q ∈ Ω, 〈q+m〉 ∈ B∪C
implies that 〈m〉 ∈ A ∪ B ∪ C ∪ D. We can generalize this to higher dimensions. Let
q ∈ Ω and m ∈ N be given. Then q + m ∈ Ω implies ‖m · αi‖ ∈ A ∪ B ∪ C ∪D for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
We have created an algorithm called Precalc [57] (see Algorithm A.5 in Appendix) that
can be used efficiently for the precomputation of Γn, a subset of ∆Ω. Unfortunately, the
precalculation of 2n integers is computationally expensive.
To make the generation even faster we have created the Reduce [57] algorithm (see
Algorithm A.4 in Appendix A.). The algorithm uses sorting and indexing techniques to
reduce the computation time of Γn.
In Challenge (2.13) the precalculation of the 27 = 128 integers took approximately 6.14
seconds on a single Intel R© Core i5-2450M Desktop PC.
Applying the Challenge 2 Solver algorithm (see Algorithm A.3 in Appendix) we were
able to produce 120 852 integers in Ω within 26.8 sec.
2.6 Multidimensional case without boundaries
Let us define a new set like Ω (2.11) but without boundaries,
Λ(Υ, ε) = {k ∈ N : ‖kαi‖ < ε for all αi ∈ Υ} . (2.27)
This ”small” change of the definition allows us to design and develop an even faster
algorithm. Checking the boundaries in every round of the loop is a very expensive
task. We have modified the Challenge 2 Solver algorithm and created a general pur-
pose rational approximation algorithm called FRA - Fast Rational Approximation
(see Algorithm A.6 in Appendix).











Determine 1 billion elements of the set as fast as possible.
Applying the FRA algorithm, Challenge (2.28) can be solved very efficiently using a
sophisticated and well-optimized native C source code with the GNU MP 5.1.3 multi
precision library.
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It was possible to produce 100 000 integers within 2.65 seconds on a single Intel R© Core
i5-2450M Desktop PC.
2.6.1 AFRA – Advanced Fast Rational Approximation
Let k ∈ Λ. FRA always finds the smallest γ ∈ Γ10 where (k + γ) ∈ Λ. It is easy to
see that in the worst case this algorithm goes through all the 1024 elements of Γ10 (see
Algorithm A.6, line 5). In each step the algorithm has to check whether (k + γ) ∈ Λ or
not (see Algorithm A.6, line 9).
We have created AFRA - Advanced Fast Rational Approximation. It finds one ele-
ment from Γ10 — not necessary the smallest one
1 — that satisfies (k+γ) ∈ Λ (Theorem
2.6 ensures finding the appropriate γ ∈ Γ10 efficiently). AFRA is therefore faster, however,
adding some γ to k produces larger values in Λ.
It can be concluded that FRA is a better choice for solving bounded challenges like
Ω(Υ, ε, a, b). For solving unbounded challenges, like Λ(Υ, ε), AFRA is the appropriate
choice. Applying AFRA, it was possible to produce 100 000 integers ∈ Λ within 0.434
seconds on a single Intel R© Core i5-2450M Desktop PC.2 This is almost ten times faster
than the Algorithm 1 implementation.
Let us compare the algorithms FRA and AFRA with exact numbers. Consider the following





, p prime , 3 ≤ p ≤ 31
}
, 0.01, 0, 2× 1019
)
. (2.29)
As we mentioned FRA is a better choice for a bounded challenge. Solving (2.29) by
FRA one can produce 13 different integers between 0 and 2 × 1019. These integers are
presented in Table 2.1. It is easy to verify that every integer k in Table 2.1 satisfies
the following: ∥∥∥∥k log(p)log(2)
∥∥∥∥ < 0.01 (2.30)
for all 3 ≤ p ≤ 31.
These integers were generated in 0.015 seconds. AFRA is almost 10 times faster than FRA,
however, inappropriate for solving this particular “bounded” challenge. With AFRA we
1The set of integers in Γ10 are ordered in the following way: every integer in Γn is represented by
an n-dimensional binary vector. Γ10 contains integers ordered by the values of this binary vector (e.g:
0000000000, 0000000001, 0000000010, 0000000011 etc.)
2 During the measurements Input/Output costs are not cumulated. Displaying the 100 000 integers
from the memory would take approximately 5-6 seconds.
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can produce only one integer solution, which is 2298677471355273619. The next integer
would be 183963121486836331196 which is already out of the upper bound (2× 1019).
We conclude that when the size of the integers is unimportant then Algorithm AFRA is
the right solution.
2.6.2 Multithreaded AFRA
To make the generation even faster we modified our C code in order to be able to
run tasks in parallel using pthreads (IEEE Std. 1003.1c-1995.). We refer to the
multithreaded version of AFRA as MAFRA - Multithreaded Advanced Fast Rational
Approximation algorithm.
In this section we present the measured running time of MAFRA for different architectures.
The first test environment was a simple Sandy Bridge Intel R© Core i5-2450M with 4 GB
RAM. The second hardware was a Super Computing Cluster called ATLAS with 90x
Intel R© Xeon R© E5520 Nehalem Quad Core 2.26 GHz Processors. The third hardware
was an ATI Radeon 7970 GPU card.
2.6.2.1 Test – Core i5-2450M Laptop
Our first test environment was a single desktop PC. It was an Intel R© Core i5-2450M
Sandy Bridge CPU with 4 GB RAM having 2 cores. Generating 100 000 integers ∈ Λ for
solving the 10 dimensional challenge with the algorithm MAFRA took 0.234 sec. Our newly
implemented, optimized and multithreaded C code is effective, however, generating 1
billion elements of (2.29) with this architecture would take approximately 39 minutes.
2.6.2.2 Test – ATLAS Computing Cluster
Our second test environment was the ATLAS Supercomputing Cluster. ATLAS is a
high performance computing cluster operating at Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary.
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ATLAS architecture consists of 11 HP ProLiant SL6000 Scalable systems with 22 HP
SL2x170Z G6 server trays. The most important characteristics of ATLAS are the fol-
lowing:
Headnode:
1. 2x Intel R© Xeon R© E5520 Nehalem Quad Core 2.26 GHz Processor with 8 MB
cache (HyperThreading OFF)
2. 72 Gbyte RAM
3. 10 Gbit eth interface to the 44 computing nodes
44 Computing Nodes:
1. 2x Intel R© Xeon R© E5520 Nehalem Quad Core 2.26 GHz Processor with 8 MB
cache (HyperThreading ON)
2. 24 Gbyte RAM
Each Nehalem Quad core CPU has 4 physical cores with SSE extension. Each node has
a 2× 36.256 GFLOP/sec peak performance calculated by the following formula:
FLOPS = 4 cores× 2.266GHz× 2 (SIMD double prec.)× 2 (MUL, ADD)
= 36.256 GFLOP/sec.
There are 44 computing nodes which contain 88 physical CPU. The total number of
physical cores are 352 (4 × 88). With hyper-threading the number of cores can be
doubled to 704 virtual core. The peak performance of the ATLAS Computing Cluster
is 36.256 × 2 × 44 = 3190.528 GFLOP/sec. With full performance ATLAS takes 12.6
kW, 34.2 A, and cosFI= 0.95.
Generating 100 000 integers in one computing node took approximately 0.175 sec. If
the number of threads is less than the number of dimensions then the multithreaded
running is obvious; every thread checks whether (k + γ) ·Υ[i] < ε for all i < n where n
denotes the dimension. ATLAS has 44 different nodes which are much more than the
number of dimensions in our particular case. If one wanted to use all of the cores then
the best way would be to run 44 copies of MAFRA in each node. In this case each node
should start from different starting points. Generating 44 different appropriate starting
points for each copy of MAFRA can be done very effectively with the LLL algorithm.
By using MAFRA in accordance with LLL it is possible to generate 4.4 million integers
within 0.175 + δ seconds where δ is the generating time of the 44 starting points not
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exceeding 5000 ms. With the ATLAS Computing Cluster calculating exactly one billion
integers that satisfy (2.29) took approximately 39.7 seconds.
Remark 2.8. Generating the 44 integers as starting points with LLL can be done very
effectively, however we would like to emphasize that MAFRA overperforms LLL in gener-
ating many solutions (e.g. one billion) .
2.6.2.3 Test – ATI Radeon 7970 GPU
The third test environment was a Sapphire Vapor-X ATI Radeon 7970 6GB GDDR5 GHz
Edition GPU card. Modern graphic cards can be other promising solutions for solving
high performance computations. Clearly, in order to implement another fast method for
our Diophantine approximation problem one has to take into consideration the usage of
GPU cards. In our case the multithreaded version of FRA and AFRA were implemented
for the GPU. In the first step, however, we faced the following problem: there were
not any fast quadruple precision packages for the GPU. Although some similar packages
for the older GPU cards were found written by Andrew Thall [54] and Eric Bainville,
these packages were found to be inappropriate to solve our particular challenge. The
problem with the package written by Andrew Thall is that it uses too much branching
and function calling in the program which costs a lot clock cycles. It comes from the
behaviour of the graphical processing unit which evaluates both the if and the else
part of the conditional, and after the computation it uses that data where the logical
value was True. FRA and AFRA contain a lot of logical evaluation, so the usage of this
package was not convenient for our purposes. The other package, which was written by
Eric Bainville, is faster, but it is for fixed point numbers which was inappropriate, as
well.
In conclusion, we developed our own multiplication, addition, subtraction and truncation
methods. We applied the Karatsuba multiplication algorithm and some bitwise tricks
for the addition and truncation methods. In spite of all these one can observe a huge
performance drop-down using the AFRA algorithm on the GPU without the usage of the
LLL algorithm. After examining AFRA we can state that the main problem with this
“linear” algorithm is that it was not possible to distribute enough threads on the GPU.
Consider for example our 10-dimensional case. One had to add the 1024 integers to
the partial results and then multiply them with the irrationals. The problem with this
solution is that in the quadruple–adder kernel it was not possible to send in enough
threads lowering or hiding the latency. In our case the global work size was twice as big
as the local work size, which lead to the performance drop-down. In order to avoid the
big performance drop-down we utilized every thread on the GPU just like in the ATLAS
Super Cluster. For example, if we wanted to use 2048 threads on the GPU then we
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have to generate 2048 different starting points with the LLL algorithm to feed all the
threads on the GPU. We also modified the number representation in order to achieve
higher speed on this architecture. In that particular case our measurements show that
generating 100 000 different integers on the 7970 GPU is 4 times faster than on the CPU.
Combination of the CPU version of LLL and the GPU version of MAFRA turned out to
be a very effective way to solve simultaneous Diophantine approximation problems.
Chapter 3
The RS-PEAK Algorithm
In this Chapter we present the RS-PEAK algorithm for finding large candidates of the
Riemann zeta function on the critical line. The algorithm has three main parts:
• Part I - Fast Diophantine Approximation,
• Part II - Prefiltering,
• Part III - Main filtering.
The first part is for generating candidates where large Z(t) is likely by solving simulta-
neous Diophantine approximations. The second and third part are sieving methods for
eliminating weak candidates. In this Chapter we introduce a very special function F (t)
which shows in some aspect similar characteristics to Z(t) but is easier to compute.
3.1 Part I - Fast Diophantine Approximation
In 1979 Richard P. Brent noted that unusual large values of Z(t) had been observed
where the first few terms in the main sum of the Riemann-Siegel formula have all the
same sign (e.g.: the first 72 terms in Z(30694257.76) are all positive [13]). In the main




= 0, so the
initial segment of the sum dominates.
Large values of Z(t) are very likely where cos(θ(t)−t·log n) is close to 1 or −1 for many n.
Clearly, the largest Z(t) can occur when cos(θ(t)−t·log n) ≈ 1 or cos(θ(t)−t·log n) ≈ −1
for all n. In 1989 Odlyzko presented a method for predicting large values of Z(t). “We
need to find a t for which there exist integers m1, . . . ,mn such that each of t log pk−2πmk
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In this case for n = 1 we have cos(θ(t)) and for n = 2m,m ∈ N we have cos(θ(t) −
2kmπ) = cos(θ(t)), so these values have the same sign and reinforce each other in the
main summand. The plan is to approximate (3.1) well with cos(θ(t)) for as many n as
possible. Let {p1, p2, . . . ps} be a finite subset of primes and k ∈ N such that k log pilog 2 are














log n) ≈ cos(θ(t)) , (3.4)
for all n = pmi (m ∈ N). Clearly, if one chooses k ∈ N in a way such that k ·
log pi
log 2 is
close to an integer for as many prime pi as possible then the expression (3.1) will have
the same sign for many n. If one chooses cos(θ(t)) as large as possible (e.g. near to a
Gram point) and one chooses an appropriate k ∈ N then one can expect large values of
|Z(t)|.
Approximating (3.1) well with cos(θ(t)) for as many n as possible is a simultaneous










Note that approximating (3.1) and generating many elements of Λ are equivalent prob-
lems and MAFRA can be used to solve these challenges efficiently.
Remark 3.1. The RS-PEAK algorithm is using MAFRA instead of LLL to generate many
k ∈ N candidates where large Z( 2kπlog 2) values are expected.
3.2 Part II - Prefiltering
Applying the method presented in the previous section one can generate millions of
k ∈ N that satisfy
∥∥k · log pilog 2 ∥∥ < ε. Calculating Z( 2kπlog 2) is a very expensive task with
the original Riemann-Siegel formula, even with the O(t1/3) time complexity algorithm
of Hiary.
As we already noted, the initial segment of the main summand of the Riemann-Siegel
Formula is dominant. Exploiting this behaviour of Z(t) in 2004 Kotnik presented [38]
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the following function





cos(θ(t)− t · log n)) (3.6)
where N is b( t2π )
1/(2+k)c for k = 1, 2. We expect large Z(t) where Z(t, k) is large due to
the fact that 1√
n
is dominant in the beginning of the summand and less relevant for larger
n. Since Z(t) can be calculated in O(t1/3) therefore calculating Z(t, 1) is not relevant
anymore. Calculating Z(t, 2) for very large t values even with larger k (e.g. k = 3, 4, . . .)
is still very expensive.
Investigating thousands of large values of Z(t) published by other authors (e.g: Odlyzko,






cos(θ(t)− t · log n)) . (3.7)
Note that the complexity of F (t) is O(log t), which is significantly better than the
original Z(t) or Z(t, k). The behaviour of F (t) was substantially investigated. It can be
concluded that in many cases Z(t) and F (t) have the same behaviour.
Where peak values of F (t) occur we can expect in a high proportion of the cases that
there are peak values of Z(t) as well. Of course there are cases where the behaviour
of F (t) and Z(t) is different, but in general the method can be used very effectively to
eliminate unlikely candidates [55].
Assumption: For a given t ∈ R where F (t) is large we assume that Z(t) is also large
in a high proportion of the cases.
This assumption is based on our experiment research and many empirical results will be
presented to support this connection between F (t) and Z(t).
On a modern computer architecture F (t) can be calculated in less than a second even
for t ≈ 101000 and can be used to calculate F (t) for large t values. Calculating Z(t) for
t > 1040 is beyond the current computational capacity. Calculating F (t) gives us a lot
of useful information about the behaviour of Z(t), such as the expected growth of Z(t)
or the magnitude of Z(t).
Table 1 shows the difference between the calculation speed of Z(t) and F (t), denoted by
ΩZ(t) and ΩF (t), respectively. For testing purposes we used a Supermicro server equipped
with 2 Intel R© Xeon R© Processor E5-2650 v4 CPU. For calculating Z(t) the O(t1/3) time
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complexity algorithm of Hiary was used1. F (t) is very simple, so we implemented it in
the PARI/GP computer algebra system.
# t Z(t) F (t) ΩZ(t) ΩF (t)
1 69903941711014013853520029.49 3794.501 13.382 5434s < 1ms
2 1322092402124830098554392373.32 −5012.013 −13.841 17478s < 1ms
3 5964500070917012502334744833.72 −4619.42 −14.007 31753s < 1ms
4 7214695626747977979984985146.68 6089.99 14.007 34194s < 1ms
5 31616488911549318255796390329.65 −7135.605 −13.467 60561s < 1ms
6 10100 N/A 0.059 N/A 3ms
7 10340 N/A 1.720 N/A 31ms
8 101000 N/A 0.07 N/A 824ms
Table 3.1: Computation time of Z(t) and F (t) for some values
3.2.1 Find largest
In order to verify the strength of F (t) various tests are made on earlier published Z(t)
values. Let us consider the following simple maximum searching algorithm:
Algorithm 1 FindLargest(t,N,∆)
1: tmax, Fmax ← 0
2: while t < t+N do
3: f ← abs(F (t))
4: if f > Fmax then
5: tmax ← t
6: Fmax ← f
7: end if
8: t← t+ ∆
9: end while
10: return (tmax, Fmax)
One can observe that the most expensive computations in the main summand of F (t)
are calculating the square root and the natural logarithm function many times. E.g.,
for the value t = 69903941711014013853520000 the FindLargest(t, 1000, 0.1) algorithm
calculates 1√
n
and log n every time when F (t) is called. In our particular case, F (t) is
invoked 10 000 times. However, in our experiments the values of t are 0 ≤ t ≤ 1040, and
since b log (1040/2π)c ≈ 90 one can use a precomputed lookup table for storing the values
√
n and log n, respectively. Running FindLargest(t, 1000, 0.1) without a precomputed
1The algorithm can be downloaded from Github https://github.com/jwbober/zetacalc
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table took approximately 3.5 seconds in our test environment. Using a precomputed
table the same task took approximately 1.5 seconds. The difference is significant.
Let us analyse the FindLargest algorithm applying different ∆ stepsizes. Let the start-
ing point t = 69903941711014013853520000, where we have
# ∆ N tmax Fmax
1 1 50 69903941711014013853520029 11.355
2 0.1 50 69903941711014013853520029.6 13.08
3 0.01 50 69903941711014013853520029.49 13.382
Table 3.2: The result of the FindLargest algorithm with different stepsizes
The algorithm finds the appropriate tmax values in the interval [t, t + N ], where the
largest Z(t) occur at t = 69903941711014013853520029.49 using ∆ = 0.01 stepsize.
F (t) in the interval [t, t + 50] with ∆ = 1 and ∆ = 0.1 stepsizes can be seen in Figure
3.1 and 3.2. The difference is striking. One can observe that F (t) is more dense with













Figure 3.1: Plotting F (t) with stepsize ∆ = 1



















Figure 3.2: Plotting F (t) with stepsize ∆ = 0.1
One can observe that the real behaviour of F (t) can only be seen with the smaller
stepsize ∆ = 0.1. Computational experiments show that in the range of interest, the
stepsize ∆ = 1 is sufficient for finding tmax with small deviation.



















Figure 3.3: Plotting F (t) with stepsize ∆ = 1 and stepsize ∆ = 0.1
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3.2.2 Deviation of F (t) and Z(t)
In many cases F (t) can be used effectively to indicate where large values of |Z(t)| are
likely [60]. We analysed the FindLargest algorithm for many different t values with
different N and ∆ parameters. Let Zmax = Zmax(t0, N) denote such a value t where
|Z(t)| is the largest in the interval [t0, t0 +N ]. Similarly, let Fmax = Fmax(t0, N) denote
such a value t where |F (t)| is the largest in the interval [t0, t0 +N ]. In order to measure
the strength of the F (t) function we are interested in the deviation of Zmax(t0, N) and
Fmax(t0, N). Let us define the function σ as
σ = σ(t0, N) = 100
|Z(Zmax(t0, N))− Z(Fmax(t0, N))|
Z(Zmax(t0, N))
Table 3.3 displays the output of the FindLargest(t,N,∆) algorithm (t values found by
RS-PEAK) for different parameters together with σ.
t0 = 356071078353654500
Z(Zmax) N ∆ Zmax Fmax σ
1287.14 100 0.01 t0 + 62.22 t0 + 62.22 0%
t0 = 6578787583549202400
Z(Zmax) N ∆ Zmax Fmax σ
−1368.459 100 0.01 t0 + 0.03 t0 + 0.03 0%
t0 = 1322092402124830098554392000
Z(Zmax) N ∆ Zmax Fmax σ
−5012.013 1000 0.01 t0 + 373.32 t0 + 373.32 0%
t0 = 31616488911549318255796390000
Z(Zmax) N ∆ Zmax Fmax σ
−7135.606 1000 0.01 t0 + 329.65 t0 + 329.66 0.46%
Table 3.3: Output of the FindLargest(t,N,∆) algorithm for different t values
We also tested our F (t) function on different values published by other authors. Figures
(3.5)-(3.8) show the neighbourhood of Fmax for large values of t published by Hiary
2.
In each case the appropriate Fmax values differ only with σ < 0.5%.
2https://people.math.osu.edu/hiary.1/




























Figure 3.5: Z(t) ≈ −14055.89, F (t) ≈ −14.218





























Figure 3.7: Z(t) ≈ 13338, F (t) ≈ 11.430















Figure 3.8: Z(t) ≈ 12021.094, F (t) ≈ 14.807
These (and many other similar) tests suggest that F (t) can be used effectively to indicate
where large Z(t) is likely. Investigating more than 1000 large values in different intervals
and different heights suggests that F (t) is effective for finding candidates where large
Z(t) is likely.
Remark 3.2. It can be concluded that F (t) can be used for eliminating the unlikely
candidates generated by MAFRA.
3.3 Part III - Main filtering
It is easy to see that the order of F (t) depends on the order of t. Calculating thousands
of F (t) for different t values led us to create the following function:





cos(θ(t)− t · log n) . (3.8)
In practice, for eliminating weak candidates, the values A(t, 1, 1) = cos(θ(t)), A(t, 1, 100),
A(t, 1, 1000) and A(t, 1000000, 1100000) were used. More research would be needed to
thoroughly analyse thoroughly the best choice of B1, B2. These functions can be applied
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in the following way: In case of A(t, B1, B2) > M one can assume that Z(t) is large.
Clearly, M depends only on B1, B2 and does not depend on the order of t.
3.4 Combination of parts I, II and III
The algorithm RS-PEAK is based on the combination of the three basic strategies. The
RS-PEAK algorithm is implemented for different architectures.
The pseudocode of the RS-PEAK algorithm can be found in the Appendix. In the following
section many new results and records are presented that were achieved using RS-PEAK.
Chapter 4
Computational Results
The main result of this chapter is to present the computational results of the Riemann
Zeta Search Project. More than 5 million candidates were found where large Z(t) values
are expected during a 4-year period. We present some results using a single desktop and
using a complex distributed environment.
4.1 Desktop computation
In this section many different tests are presented for proving the strength of the RS-PEAK
algorithm. All computations were made on a single Laptop equipped with a 2.90 GHz
Intel c© Core i7-3520M Ivy Bridge processor with 16 GB RAM. The RS-PEAK algorithm
was implemented in C++ with an extension of GNU MP 5.1.2.
4.1.1 Searching candidates in the range from k = 1015 to 1016
One of the strengths of the RS-PEAK algorithm is the ability to locate many large values
in a given interval. In this challenge we are focusing on locating as many Z(t) values
as possible in the range from k = 1015 to 1016 where Z( 2kπlog 2) > 500. The following
parameters were used: n = 9, ε = 0.1, C1 = 0.95, C2 = 10, C3 = 16.3, C4 = 40 and
C5 was not set
1. Applying these parameters we found 10775 candidates within 2 hours
in a single desktop PC where Z(t) > 500 is probable. Calculating every candidate took
approximately 1 hour by the ATLAS Super Cluster (2.6.2.2). 10305 Z(t) values were
larger than 500. This is a 95.6% success rate. 1133 values were larger than 800. 104
values were larger than 900 and 9 values were larger than 1000 (see table 4.1).
1The C parameters are defined in the RS-PEAK algorithm in the following way: C1 = A(t, 1, 1) =
cos(θ(t)), C2 = F (t), C3 = A(t, 1, 100), C4 = A(t, 1, 1000) and C5 = A(t, 1000000, 1100000)
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4.1.2 The 1-hour challenge
Find t values in different magnitudes where t is between 10n and 10n+1 for n = 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23 and 1100 < |Z(t)| < 1300. RS-PEAK found the 7 different values in 47
minutes (see table 4.2).









RS-PEAK can be used to search for Z(t) values at a larger magnitude. Let a = 2300 and
b = 2700. Find 10 different Z(t) values where a < |Z(t)| < b for t from 9.668563 ·1022 to
9.668568 · 1022. RS-PEAK found 10 different values approximately in 1 hour in this range
(see table 4.3).
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4.1.3 Large ϕ(t) values
It is known that ζ(s) is unbounded on the critical line, so |Z(t)| can be arbitrarily large
as t goes to infinity. It is known as well (see equation (1.25)) that the zeros of the zeta
function become more and more dense as one goes upwards in the critical strip. Hence,
one can find |Z(t)| > 1000 more likely in the region around 101000 than around 1020.
Consider the following two Z(t) values:
Z(t1 = 735152777740986806730805.8) = −1144.41
Z(t2 = 54671407423795346.46) = 1081.07 .
Although |Z(t1)| > |Z(t2)| the point t1 is much larger than t2.





In this particular example |Z(t1)| > |Z(t2)|, although ϕ(t2) > ϕ(t1).








for every ε > 0, and assuming the Riemann hypothesis
lim
t→∞
ϕ(t) = 0. (4.3)
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The largest known ϕ(t) found by Odlyzko in 1989. For t = 5032868769288289111.35
we have Z(t) ≈ 1581.7 and ϕ(t) ≈ 0.17106. This record can be broken easily apply-
ing the RS-PEAK algorithm. After searching in the same region for 5 hours we found
Z(t) ≈ −1634.1 and ϕ(t) ≈ 0.17127 for t = 5766261201333823098.71. Within 10 hours
approximately 1000 values were found where ϕ(t) > 13/84. Moreover, one can find
values where ϕ(t) > 0.18 and Z(t) > 1000, e.g for t = 54671407423795346.461 we have
Z(t) ≈ 1081.16 and ϕ ≈ 0.18126.
It has turned out that RS-PEAK can be used efficiently to find the upper bound of t values
for different C constants where ϕ(t) > C. E.g. for t = 6436526919750171929565.992 we
have Z(t) = −2942.71 and ϕ(t) ≈ 0.15905. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
larger t known where ϕ(t) > 13/84 occurs.
Using the RS-PEAK algorithm in a distributed way would be a very promising method
for searching for very large Z(t) values. In the next section we present the distributed
computing results of the algorithm.
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4.2 Distributed computing – The Riemann Zeta Search
Project
It was shown that RS-PEAK is very efficient even on a single Desktop PC, so applying
RS-PEAK in a distributed environment promises to find even more and larger candidates.
SZTAKI Desktop Grid (SzDG) is a BOINC project located in Hungary run by the
Computer and Automation Research Institute (SZTAKI) of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences. The Zeta-search application is a multithreaded RS-PEAK algorithm written
by the author of this PhD thesis. The application has been deployed on the SZTAKI
Desktop Grid in order to find many t candidates where large Z(t) is likely.
In a distributed way, thousands of computer from all over the world were searching
large Z(t) candidates applying the RS-PEAK algorithm. The name of the project is the
Riemann Zeta Search Project established by the author of this PhD thesis. The multi-
threaded RS-PEAK algorithm was running on the SZTAKI Desktop Grid from November
2013 till November 2017.
4.2.1 Overview
This subsection is going to introduce the computational environment of the SZTAKI
Desktop Grid .
Figure 4.1: Overview of the SZTAKI Desktop Grid infrastructure for Zeta calculation
[66]
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The key components of the overall infrastructure (see Figure 4.1) are the followings:
1. Zeta-search application binaries implementing the RS-PEAK algorithm,
2. BOINC server coordinating the distribution of millions of workunits to BOINC
clients,
3. BOINC client for executing Zeta-search workunits on volunteers’ machines,
4. 3GBridge for generating workunits,
5. Zeta controller for generating parameters.
The Zeta-search application has been developed to implement the RS-PEAK algorithm.
Parameters for this application include the range (minimum and maximum number of
t values among which the search to be performed) or list of ranges and a threshold
value which represents the minimal value above which the t value is considered as a
candidate. The application has been integrated to the BOINC [65] environment to
make it executable under the control of the BOINC client, running on the volunteers’
machines.
BOINC together with the extensions from the SZDG package [66] performs the distri-
bution of workunits (jobs) to the volunteers’ machines. In BOINC a volunteer person
can join to a particular project by registering an account on the project homepage. The
BOINC client is a piece of software that is able to communicate to the BOINC server
to get workunits, to execute the workunit and to upload the result. After downloading,
installing and running the BOINC client on the volunteer’s machine, one can attach
his/her BOINC client to a BOINC project with the given credentials (email/password).
After attaching to a project it starts fetching workunits containing a pack of input files
and parameters for a certain application.
The BOINC client downloads the application binary referred by the workunit. Then the
BOINC client starts executing the application in the background with the input files
and parameters described in the workunit. Once the workunit finishes, the results are
uploaded and reported to the BOINC project and new workunits are fetched. BOINC
ensures the distribution of millions of workunits by the server towards the attached
volunteers.
The SZTAKI Desktop Grid [66] software package is an extension for the BOINC software
on the field of job submission, execution and API. Its main contribution is the 3GBridge
component – used in this solution – performing the creation of workunits inside the
BOINC database. Once a job (application with arguments, input and output files, etc.)
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has been submitted through the WS Submitter into 3GBridge, a new BOINC workunit
is generated. The status can be queried and the results can be retrieved. WS Submitter
is the web-service endpoint for the 3GBridge (see Figure 4.1).
SZTAKI Desktop Grid is not only a software package, but also a BOINC based volunteer
desktop grid project operated by the Laboratory of Parallel and Distributed Systems in
the Institute for Computer Science and Control of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Budapest, Hungary. The SZTAKI Desktop Grid BOINC project is hosted on a virtual
machine on the cloud computing infrastructure of the laboratory. The virtual machine
has Debian GNU/Linux 6.0.7 (Squeeze) OS with 4 core AMD64 CPU (KVM). Due to
low resource requirements of BOINC, the server runs with 2GB RAM. For the workunits
to store the server has 500GB. The bandwidth of its network connection is 1Gbit/s.
The SZTAKI Desktop Grid Project was established in 2005 and has currently about 40
thousand volunteers and 112 thousand hosts registered. However, the number of actively
working hosts is much lower since hosts and users join and leave frequently in a BOINC
environment. The number of active hosts is approximately 2200 owned by about 1700
active users. A host is considered active if at least one finished workunit is reported by
the host within 48 hours.
In the infrastructure the Zeta controller (see Figure 4.1) is responsible for generating the
load (i.e. millions of jobs) for the BOINC project. Range generator is performing the
calculation of the ranges to be processed and submits the corresponding jobs to SZDG
through the WS Submitter. The Hit collector downloads the outcome of Zeta-search
executions and extracts the valuable results, i.e. the value of t and |Z(t)|.
Overall, the flow of jobs starts with the Zeta-controller component by a range generator,
continues with 3GBridge and BOINC and ends up on the volunteer machines which
downloads the Zeta-search executables and parameters. Once the workunit has been
processed, the results travel back through the same route to the Zeta controller server
(see Figure 4.1) machine.
4.2.2 Distribution of ranges among multiple BOINC projects
The Zeta search controller server is able to feed multiple BOINC projects with jobs
(ranges) as it is depicted in Figure 4.2. When the capacity of a BOINC project is not
enough for processing the workunits fast enough it is needed to attach further resources.
The Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory operated multiple BOINC projects
for some years. In order to speed up the computation for the Zeta-search application,
the Zeta controller machine was configured to submit jobs to multiple BOINC projects
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of ranges among BOINC infrastructures
through the WS Submitter and 3GBridge components. ZETA controller was responsible
to keep track of the different ranges submitted to the different projects and to detect
if the computation for a certain range has not arrived in time from one of the BOINC
projects.
Until the end of 2015, the laboratory has assigned the EDGeS@home BOINC project
resources (volunteers) for executing Zeta-search calculations. During that period both
BOINC projects issued workunits with the same applications but with different param-
eters (ranges). The accumulated performance increased the processing speed by 15-20
percentage since the volunteers on the SZTAKI Desktop Grid was 5-6 times more than
on the EDGeS@home BOINC project.
Now, this architecture gives a justification of creating the Zeta controller job (range)
generator as a separate component instead of developing it as an integrated component
inside the BOINC architecture. With this solution it was possible to assign multiple
BOINC projects for the same application. Moreover, 3GBridge is able to create jobs not
only for BOINC, but for other systems (due to its pluggable architecture) therefore other
type of resources could have been attached. Due to the huge computational capacity
requirement of the Zeta calculation the cheapest, i.e. BOINC resources were used.
4.2.3 Architecture of the Zeta controller
One of the key components of the execution environment is the Zeta controller. The
controller has several different functionalities:
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of the Zeta controller server
1. Generates the ranges for which jobs can be created and processed as workunits on
volunteer machines,
2. Makes sure the numbers to be scanned through are covered by the ranges,
3. Detects if result has not arrived back for a certain range,
4. Resubmits failed or lost workunits,
5. Distributes the generated ranges among the BOINC projects,
6. Keeps the number of jobs in the BOINC projects on a predefined level,
7. Collects results and stores the value of t and |Z(t)| in the database,
8. For a predefined interval (currently one week) it summarises hits, creates and stores
a report on an external storage and notifies scientists,
9. Removes unnecessary entries from the database.
Range generator (see in Figure 4.3) is invoked periodically, i.e. once per hour. First
it queries the number of unsent workunits on the target BOINC project to detect the
available freely downloadable workunits for the clients. If this number is close to zero
the frequency or the number of maximum unsent workunit must be increased. Once it
has this number then it generates the number of ranges needed to fill up the number of
unsent workunits to a predefined level. This level can be specified per BOINC project.
With this mechanism the workunit generation can follow the changing capacity of the
volunteer computational systems.
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The same range generation mechanism is invoked for each configured BOINC project
(see 3GBr configs in Figure 4.3) with their own configuration parameters. The range
generator reads the actual starting number from the database and updates it when new
ranges have been generated. The size of the range is also a configuration parameter
which is proportional with the amount of work a workunit contains (see range start,
range size in Figure 4.3).
The Hit collector (see in Figure 4.3) is also invoked periodically, i.e. once per hour. First,
it queries all the finished jobs stored in 3GBridge of the BOINC project and downloads
their outputs. It then extracts the results and stores them in the database (see hits in
Figure 4.3). Moreover, this component also queries and stores the amount of computa-
tional capacity spent for processing the given range. It is needed for summarising the
overall computational capacity used for finding candidates.
The Notifier (see in Figure 4.3) is also executed periodically, i.e. once per week in order
to summarise the large Zeta values found during the last week. This report is generated
and uploaded to a storage accessible for the scientists. Then the scientists are notified
via email containing the url of the report.
The operation of all the components are followed by using a logging subsystem (see in
Figure 4.3) to ease finding problems if any. Garbage collector is originally designed to
cleanup hits and already reported values, but it is not used currently, since hits do not
consume large amount of storage space.
The careful and modular design of the zeta controller attached to the SZTAKI BOINC
projects resulted in continuous operation of the Zeta controller for 4 years without
interruption caused by malfunction during the generation of almost 34 million jobs
(ranges).
4.3 Main achievements
Approximately 30 000–50 000 candidates were found weekly by the SZTAKI Desktop
Grid applying the RS-PEAK algorithm.
During the 4-year period 5 597 001 candidates were found where large Z(t) > 1 000
are expected. The values of most promising candidates were calculated by the ATLAS
Supercomputing Cluster (2.6.2.2) applying the O(t1/3) algorithm of Hiary2.
2The C++ implementation of the algorithm written by Jonathan Bober and Ghaith Ayesh Hiary is
publicly available at https://github.com/jwbober/zetacalc
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4.3.1 The top 30 largest Z(t) values
The top 30 largest Z(t) values found by the Riemann Zeta Search Project can be seen
in TABLE 4.4. All values were verified by the ATLAS computing cluster.
# t Z(t) ϕ(t)
1 310678833629083965667540576593682.05 16874.202 0.130
2 296157159574221200185988840001906.62 −16478.028 0.130
3 286094115945519636912140469919109.57 16093.351 0.130
4 332716844438415371498179859138203.56 15684.406 0.129
5 90666173880219138932820640218862.84 15601.620 0.131
6 127834290433375744143656070706506.32 −15566.607 0.131
7 28456701449396688374847224655196.74 −15484.420 0.133
8 167495487143636918323945908249296.67 15328.836 0.130
9 126945062269296906855850002665342.19 −15302.703 0.130
10 421146919086666070581330507026494.23 −15027.882 0.128
11 332829553811826754573672606141352.02 −14954.363 0.128
12 6229499185841081572805092580489.41 −14335.948 0.135
13 151240194058487146144570575384108.86 −14244.786 0.129
14 19137817311001233297845909079910.84 −14186.433 0.133
15 60805501871161675836886136014082.64 14110.835 0.131
16 82657598808030686554204979300875.40 14024.777 0.130
17 19703071868398528523783157965227.7 −13870.969 0.128
18 23413230843142255804061578636807.79 13535.628 0.132
19 201271570353197127542330385112039.94 −13268.415 0.128
20 160581673769423799272149448623613.46 −13127.222 0.128
21 118368034322783902529622470179729.85 −13123.661 0.128
22 31871063996722315457899064000090.11 12867.952 0.130
23 29802013095744605377741880726467.46 12815.395 0.131
24 193728345524893604383873539380924.64 −12703.177 0.127
25 6825180535904004649459580050276.95 12561.880 0.133
26 403338992183035178290502450592781.48 −12444.603 0.126
27 33523187330500749252447087298907.34 −12285.930 0.130
28 10586850976114184555180652839761.6 12108.987 0.132
29 9662259498245421254629126899658.04 −12070.186 0.132
30 22304136194555769198249401403207.02 11991.750 0.130
Table 4.4: Largest Z(t) and ϕ(t) found by the Riemann Zeta Search Project
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4.3.2 Largest Z(t) value
On 30th of November, 2015 a very promising candidate k was found by the SZTAKI
Desktop Grid. For k = 34273405456239368601734738023084 we expected a very large
value of |ζ(1/2+i 2kπlog 2)|. The value was investigated before the expensive Z(t) calculation.
It is easy to verify that
‖34273405456239368601734738023084× log(p)
log(2)
‖ < 0.01 (4.4)
for all 3 ≤ p ≤ 31, thus,
cos(θ(t)− 2kπ
log 2
· log n) ≈ cos(θ(t)) (4.5)
holds for many n.
For t = 2kπlog 2 we have
Z(310678833629083965667540576593682.05) ≈ 16874.202. (4.6)
To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing this thesis it is the largest |Z(t)| ever
calculated. This value was published and presented in the Journal of Grid Computing
[55] in 2017. Applying the O(t1/3) algorithm of Hiary the exact value was verified by
two independent servers eliminating the possibility of any error in the computation.
Furthermore, we have calculated the exact values of ζ(1/2+i(t+T )) with−10 < T < +10
applying ∆ = 0.01 stepsizes. The calculated Z(t) values can be seen in Figure (4.4).
The calculated F (t) and its neighborhood can be seen in Figure (4.5).
As we already noted in the introduction, in 1979 Brent observed an unusually large
Z(t) ≈ 79.6 near the 70354406th Gram point [13]. One can observe that our t value






































Figure 4.5: Peak value of F (t) where the largest Z(t) found occurs (near 3.1067×1032)
Chapter 5
Conclusion and future work
During the 4-year period of the Riemann Zeta Search Project millions of Z(t) values were
calculated. Large Z(t) values and the ϕ(t) function introduced in (4.1) were substantially
investigated. We have collected the largest ϕ(t) values in every interval from 10n to 10n+1
for n = 16, 17, . . . , 32 respectively.
10n t Z(t) ϕ(t)
n = 16 54671407423795346.46 1081.06 0.181
n = 17 356071078353654562.22 1287.14 0.177
n = 18 5766261201333823098.71 −1634.103 0.171
n = 19 14497714038556679490.57 1527.573 0.166
n = 20 725415638078567550742.50 −2188.56 0.160
n = 21 6436526919750171929565.996 −2944.20 0.159
n = 22 25911478989738226351131.25 2748.79 0.153
n = 23 126217882249714386346758.12 3107.12 0.151
n = 24 1378580047424597442940453.455 3615.45 0.147
n = 25 73027109216315547125974615.93 5303.99 0.144
n = 26 817629838927674715587187988.46 −5381.06 0.139
n = 27 2973386013776701863168636829.09 6923.711 0.140
n = 28 32891015347778371014215895196.49 7268.43 0.135
n = 29 490816977236953348986761837011.71 −9971.49 0.135
n = 30 1270978758060014023140181770834.24 10905.332 0.134
n = 31 28456701449396688374847224655196.74 −15484.420 0.133
n = 32 310678833629083965667540576593682.05 16874.202 0.130
Table 5.1: Largest ϕ(t) values found by the Riemann Zeta Search Project
The Lindelöf hypothesis is a conjecture about the rate of growth of the Riemann zeta
function on the critical line that is implied by the Riemann hypothesis. It states that
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= O(tε) . (5.1)
In Figure 5.1 one can see the descending tendency of ϕ(t). As n goes to infinity, ϕ(t)
gets smaller and smaller. The red line is the actual best known theoretical bound for ϕ,








Figure 5.1: The descending ϕ(t) numerically supports the Lindelöf hypothesis.
Based on numerical evidence and calculations (see Table 5.1) coming from the Riemann
Zeta Search Project one can observe that the descending values of ϕ(t) numerically
support the Lindelöf hypothesis.
We have computed thousands of large Z(t) values and this huge amount of data can be
used to search for new patterns in the behaviour of the Riemann zeta function. The
next step is to find as many large Z(t) values as possible with very large ϕ(t) to get




The author of this PhD thesis created a project website for the Riemann Zeta Search
Project. Every achievement is published on www.riemann-sigel.com. Publications,
new records and thousands of large Z(t) values can be downloaded from the project
website.
Further research
It has turned out that F (t) can be used to generate random numbers very efficiently. In
order to investigate the quality of the random numbers generated by F (t) we used the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) randomness test suite.
The NIST test suite is a statistical package consisting of 15 statistical tests that were
developed to test the randomness of arbitrarily long binary sequences produced by either
hardware or software based cryptographic random or pseudorandom number generators.
In case of each statistical test a set of P-values was produced.
Given a significance level α, if the P-value is less than or equal to α then the test suggests
that the observed data is inconsistent with our null hypothesis, i.e. the ’hypothesis of
randomness’, so we reject it. We used α = 0.01 to test the output of the F (t) function.
An α of 0.01 indicates that one would expect 1 sequence in 100 sequences to be rejected
under the null hypothesis. Hence a P-value exceeding 0.01 would mean that the sequence
would be considered to be random, and P-value ≤ 0.01 would lead to the conclusion
that the sequence is non-random.
The uniformity of P-values produced by F (t) is evenly distributed and it can be con-
cluded that F (t) produced very high quality random numbers. This is a very interesting
connection between the zeta function and cryptography. We would like to continue our
research in this direction.
Summary
In this PhD thesis we presented an efficient algorithm called RS-PEAK which can be used
to find extremely large values of the Riemann zeta function on the critical line. Locating
peak values of the zeta function is a promising method for getting a better understanding
of the distribution of prime numbers.
In Chapter 2 we investigated multidimensional approximation problems. Approximating
cos(θ(t) − 2kπlog 2 · log n) well with cos(θ(t)) for as many n as possible is a simultaneous
Diophantine approximation problem. We created an efficient algorithm called MAFRA
to solve n-dimensional Diophantine approximations. MAFRA was used to generate the
candidates k where large Z( 2kπlog 2) values were expected. Weak candidates were then






cos(θ(t)− t · log n) .
Regarding the peak values it has turned out that in most cases Z(t) and F (t) have
the same behaviour. Note that the complexity of F (t) is O(log t), which is significantly
better than the computational complexity of Z(t).
Using MAFRA and relying on the special behaviour of F (t) we created the RS-PEAK algo-
rithm by which we were able to locate many large values of the Riemann zeta function
on the critical line. The largest Z(t) value found by the RS-PEAK algorithm is
Z(310678833629083965667540576593682.05) ≈ 16874.202
To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing of this PhD thesis this
is the largest Z(t) ever calculated. This value was published and presented in the
Journal of Grid Computing [55] in 2017 as a new record. The value was verified by the
ATLAS Super computing cluster operating at Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary.
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Summary in Hungarian - Magyar
összefoglaló
PhD értekezésemben egy olyan hatékony algoritmust mutattam be, amely a Riemann-
Siegel Z-függvény kiugró értékeinek meghatározására szolgál. A Riemann-féle zeta
függvény nagyon fontos szerepet játszik a matematika és a fizika különböző területein. A
zeta függvény kritikus egyenesen elhelyezkedő nagy értékeinek meghatározása hozzáse-
ǵıthet minket a pŕımszámok eloszlásának sokkal jobb megértéséhez.
A 2. fejezetben egy olyan algoritmust vizsgáltunk, amelynek seǵıtségével gyorsan és
hatékonyan tudtuk közeĺıteni a cos
(
θ(t)− 2kπlog 2 · log n
)
-t nagyon sok n egészre.
Módszerünk többdimenziós szimultán Diofantikus egyenletek approximációján alapul,
melynek megoldására hatékony algoritmust mutattunk be (MAFRA algoritmus).








θ(t)− t · log n
)
függvényt bevezetve (3. fejezet) hatékony algoritmust adtunk (RS-PEAK algoritmus) ki-
ugróan magas Z(t) értékek lokalizálására. A fenti F (t) függvény nagyon hasonlóan
viselkedik, mint az eredeti Z(t) függvény, de kiszámı́tása csak O(log t) időt vesz igénybe.
Megállaṕıtottuk, hogy F (t) kiugró értékei sok esetben ott következnek be ahol Z(t)-nek
is kiugró értékei várhatóak.
A 4. fejezetben az RS-PEAK algoritmus alkalmazásával számos nagy Z(t) értékeket mu-
tattunk be. Az algoritmus seǵıtségével az MTA SZTAKI Desktop GRID hálózatát
felhasználva sikerült nagyon nagy Z(t) értékeket publikálni [55], köztük a ma ismert
legnagyobbat is, ahol t = 310678833629083965667540576593682.05-ra Z(t) ≈ 16874.202
értéket kapjuk. Legjobb tudásunk szerint a disszertáció ı́rásának idején ez a






The algorithm is based on Theorem 2.5. It finds the smallest integers m1, m2 and
m3 such that 0 < 〈m1〉 < 2ε, −2ε < 〈m2〉 < 0. The output of the algorithm is
∆Ω = {m1,m2,m1 + m2}. The main while loop in this algorithm (from line 5 to 15)
goes through all intermediate convergents to find m1 and m2. When m1 and m2 are
found the while loop terminates and the algorithm returns m1,m2 and m1 + m2 in
ascending order.
Algorithm 2 FindMMM
Precondition: α ∈ R \Q, α > ε > 0.
1: procedure FindMMM(α, ε)
2: i← 0
3: m1 ← 0
4: m2 ← 0
5: while m1 = 0 or m2 = 0 do
6: i← i+ 1
7: qi ← ith intermediate convergents of α
8: k ← Frac(qi · α) . Fractional part of qi · α
9: if m1 = 0 and k < 2ε then
10: m1 ← qi
11: end if
12: if m2 = 0 and k > 1− 2ε then







A.2 Challenge 1 Solver Algorithm
Description:
The algorithm solves Challenge (2.12). Line 5 calls the FindMMM algorithm to de-
termine ∆Ω. With the theory of continued fractions line 6 finds an integer k ∈ Ω. In
the first while loop (lines 9–18) the appropriate mi is subtracted from k to generate
a new integer ki ∈ Ω. The process is repeated until the lower bound A of the interval
is reached. In the second while loop (lines 20–29) the appropriate mi is added to k
generating ki ∈ Ω. The process is repeated until the upper bound of the interval B
is reached. This method produces all the 18 000 integers that satisfy Challenge 1 (see
2.12).






4: B ← 1021
5: v ← FindMMM(x, ε)
6: k ← Find qx in the interval [A,B] where Frac(qx · x) < ε
7: ktemp← k
8: print(k)
9: while k > A do
10: for i = 1→ 3 do
11: ok ← Frac((k − v[i]) · x)
12: if (ok < ε) or (ok > 1− ε) then k ← k − v[i]
13: if k > A then print(k)
14: end if




19: k ← ktemp
20: while k < B do
21: for i = 1→ 3 do
22: ok ← Frac((k + v[i]) · x)
23: if (ok < ε) or (ok > 1− ε) then k ← k + v[i]
24: if k < B then print(k)
25: end if





A.3 Challenge 2 Solver Algorithm
Description:
The algorithm solves Challenge 2.13. Line 5 calls the Precalc algorithm in order to
determine the 2n integers. The while loop generates a new integer in Ω using the
precalculated ones. The method produces 120 852 integers that satisfy Challenge 2.13.
Algorithm 4 Challange 2 Solver
1: n← 7
2: X ← log(p)log(2) , p prime , 3 ≤ p ≤ 19
3: ε← 0.01
4: B ← 1018
5: v ← Precalc(n, ε,X, 212)
6: k ← 0
7: while k < B do
8: for i = 1→ length(v) do
9: t← true
10: for j = 1→ n do
11: ok ← Frac((k + v[i]) ·X[j])
12: if (ok > ε) and (ok < 1− ε) then
13: t← false
14: break . Leave the for loop
15: end if
16: end for
17: if t = true then
18: k ← k + v[i]










The algorithm reduces the generation time of Γn in the Precalc algorithm with adding
new elements to the integer list K. X is a set of irrationals such that ‖K[i] ·X[j]‖ < ε
for all i and for all j < n. The main part of the algorithm is the for loop (lines 4–9).
Each element of K is subtracted (added) from (to) every element of K and the new
integer ki that satisfies ‖ki ·X[j]‖ < ε for all j < n are appended to K.
Algorithm 5 Reduce
Precondition: K: list of integers, n ∈ N, ε > 0, X: set of irrationals
1: procedure Reduce(K,n, ε,X)
2: Sort(K) . Sorting, every element ouccurs only once
3: M ← dynamic array()
4: for i = 1→ length(K) do
5: for j = 1→ length(K) do
6: Append(M, abs(K[i]−K[j])) . append abs(K[i]−K[j]) to M




11: for i = 1→ length(M) do
12: t← true
13: for j = 1→ n do
14: t← t and (Frac(M [i] ·X[j]) < 2ε or Frac(M [i] ·X[j]) > 1− 2ε)
15: end for
16: if t = false then
17: Delete(M [i]) . Delete the ith element of M
18: end if
19: end for
20: Append(K,M) . Append array M to K
21: Sort(K)
22: if K[1] = 0 then







The algorithm is based on Theorem 2.6. It generates Γn, a subset of ∆Ω. In dimension
n the set Γn contains exactly 2
n elements. Initially, the FindMMM algorithm is invoked
in line 2. In higher dimensions (2, 3, . . . up to m) the algorithm produces many integers
from ∆Ω by which Γn can be generated. M is a matrix with i rows. The i
th row contains
the binary representation of i. (Note: the size of M is changing depending on the
dimension.) To produce as many integers as possible the Reduce algorithm is used (see
lines 10, 11). If β goes to infinity then ∆Ω should contain almost all possible step-sizes.
For example in order to solve Challenge 2.13 we set β = 212. With this choice of β
the algorithm is able to generate the appropriate Γn up to dimension 10. For higher
dimensions bigger β is needed.
Algorithm 6 Precalc
1: procedure Precalc(m, ε,X, β)
2: T ← FindMMM(X[1], ε) . T is a dynamic array
3: for n = 2→ m do
4: T2← dynamic array()
5: N ← 0, T3← 0 . N, T3 are arrays with 2n elements, every element is 0
6: M ← 2n × n matrix, the ith row contains the binary representation of i
7: k ← 0, tmp← 0, l← 0, number ← 0
8: while true do
9: if l = 2n and number > β then
10: Reduce(T2, n, ε,X)
11: Reduce(T2, n, ε,X)
12: T ← T2
13: break . Leave the while loop
14: end if
15: for i = 1→ length(T ) do
16: t← true
17: for j = 1→ n− 1 do
18: ok ← Frac((k + T [i]) ·X[j])
19: if ok > ε and ok < 1− ε then
20: t← false
21: break . Leave the for loop
22: end if
23: if t = true then
24: k ← k + T [i]





Algorithm 7 Precalc (contd.)
29: number ← number + 1
30: t← true
31: for j = 1→ n do
32: t← t and (Frac(k ·X[j]) < ε or Frac(k ·X[j]) > 1− ε)
33: end for




38: for i = 1→ length(T2) do




43: if t = false then
44: Append(T2, k − tmp) . append k − tmp to the array T2
45: end if
46: tmp← k
47: for i = 1→ 2n do
48: t← true
49: for j = 1→ n do
50: if M [i, j] = 0 then
51: t← t and (Frac(k ·X[j]) < ε)
52: else
53: t← t and (Frac(k ·X[j]) > 1− ε)
54: end if
55: end for
56: if t and N [i] = 0 then
57: N [i]← 1
58: l← l + 1
59: T3[l]← k
60: if l = 2n and n = m then









A.6 Fast Rational Approximation (FRA) Algorithm
Algorithm 8 – (FRA) – Fast Rational Approximation
Precondition: bound . default is one billion
Precondition: k . starting point, the default is zero
1: Γ← Precalc(n, ε,Υ, 212)
2: Υ← log(p)log(2) , p prime, 3 ≤ p ≤ 31
3: counter← 0, ε← 0.01
4: while counter < bound do
5: for i = 1→ 1024 do
6: find← true
7: for j = 1→ 10 do
8: a← Frac((k + Γ[i]) ·Υ[j])
9: if (a > ε) and (a < 1− ε) then
10: find← false
11: break . Leave the for loop
12: end if
13: end for
14: if find = true then
15: k ← k + Γ[i]






A.7 Advanced Fast Rational Approximation (AFRA) Al-
gorithm
Algorithm 9 – (AFRA) – Advanced Fast Rational Approximation
Precondition: bound
Precondition: k . starting point, the default is zero
1: Γ← Precalc(n, ε,Υ, 212)
2: Υ← log(p)log(2) , p prime, 3 ≤ p ≤ 31
3: ε← 0.01
4: counter← 0
5: while counter < bound do
6: sum← 0
7: for i = 1→ 10 do
8: a← Frac(k ·Υ[i])
9: if (a < ε) then
10: sum← sum + 2i
11: end if
12: end for
13: sum← abs(sum− 1024) . binary complementer
14: counter← counter + 1





1: procedure RS-Peak(n, ε, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, B1, B2)
2: Υ← log(p)log(2) , p prime, 3 ≤ p ≤ 31 . Array of irrationals
3: ε← 0.01, Γ← Precalc(n, ε,Υ, 212)
4: k ← k1 from Ω(Υ, ε, B1, B2) . First integer from Ω
5: while k < B2 do
6: for i = 1→ 2n do
7: t← true
8: for j = 1→ n do
9: ok ← Frac((k + Γ[i]) ·Υ[j])
10: if (ok > ε) and (ok < 1− ε) then
11: t← false
12: break . Leave the for loop
13: end if
14: end for
15: if t = true then
16: k ← k + Γ[i]
17: t← 2kπlog 2
18: a← abs(A(t, 1, 1))
19: if a > C1 then
20: a← abs(F(t))
21: if a > C2 then
22: a← abs(A(t, 1, 100))
23: if a > C3 then
24: a← abs(A(t, 1, 1000))
25: if a > C4 then
26: a← abs(A(t, 106, 1.1 · 106))
27: if a > C5 then
28: if k < B2 then
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